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1. INTRODUCTION 

The optimal configuration of target and silicon microvertex detector for tixed-target 
B experiments has yet to be determined. For fixed-target charm experiments the uux.l setup 
consists of 8 series of inert target foils - typically a few millimeters thick and aepuatcd 
by a few centimeters - immediately foUowed by a silicon microvertex detector. Beerwe of 
the larger boost at the SSC, the efficacy of using active target ioih - tightly packed GUcon 
microstrip detectors - baa been considered by at Iemt one group: the SFT collaboration [I]. 
It is hoped that with an active target the trlelre of charged B’s themselves can be measured, 
improving charged B reconstruction efficiencies. 

We examine two issues canceming silicon active targets for fixed-target experiments 
at the SSC: 1) the &cd on the acceptanceof the requirement that the B decny vertices occur 
outside of the target foils, and 2) the ability of an active target to directly track charged B’s 

a. THE NEED FOR ISOLATED B DECAY VERTICES 

h there a need for requiring that E decays vertices be Mated from the 1arget foils? 
The lesson from fixed-target charm experimenta is ambiguous: MII~ experiments cut out 
decsy vertices occurring in the target mat&d, others do not. 

First consider the process Ed -* r r + -. The oombin&xic background from the Iuge 
pion production crow section is enormous. With &UT z 1 x10-’ and BR(& -a r+r-) 
r~ 1.0 x lo-’ the signal to noise (before any cuts) is ICSI than lo-‘! The background is 
reduced by cuts on: mam, tranaver8c momentum, vertex-~‘, dole8t-did~ce-of-~pp~~, 
and vertex-separation. It is not yet clear whether these cuts can ~ufficicntly reduce the 
backgrounds to allow a clean mcsaurement of a CP symmetry 121. A more ditllcdt source 
of background comes from T+X- pairs produced in secondary interactions in the target foils 
- a mume of pious comparable in number to that from primary interactions. Monte Carlo 
studies indicate that thin bukground is not L problem at the andysis level [s]. At the trigger 
lcvcl this background may be much harder to reduce to s tractable level. If a wondavy vertex 
trigger i needed, it may be neceaary to require that the mconduy vertieu be idated from 
the target foils. 
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The situation with the Ed + J/$K. mode ia mare fevorable. Nevertheless, although 
this is the cleanest mode acceaaible experimentally, there is a large background of directly 
produced J/Qm. This yield EUI he estimated using the puamcterleation of Lyona [4] for the 
J/d cm~s section: 

u(pN -t J/+X) FJ 17OOexp (-17mJJI) nb, 

where me is the J/e mass. In fixed-target at the SSC, 4 = 194 GeV and r,, = 1.3 pb, 
which ir rougkly equal to the b& production cm18 section of 1.5 pb [5]. Hence the ratio of 
directly produced J/$‘a to B decay J/$‘s is: 

N(dired J/$) = Q(194 GeV) 1 

WB - J/V) s&194 GeV)2xBR(B --t J/$X)’ 

= 42, 

uling a branching ratio of 1.02% for B, + J/+X 161. The extra factor of two in the denomi- 
nator accounts for the fact that two B ha&ma am produced. The ratio of directly produced 
to Ed + J/+K. decay J/$‘s ia 2100~1 (using a breaching ratio of 0.051% for Bd -t J/+K. 
(71 and a fragmentation probability of 0.4 for Ed). At the mmlyais level this background 
can be easily reduced to aem by m-8 and vertex cuts. At the trigger level it may not be 
necessary to cut out directly produced J/$9.: th e p d ro UC non rate of directly produced J/$‘s t 
is approximately 830 per second of which only 12% decay into leptan pairs to give a rate 
of 100 Be which is within the bandwidth of, for example, the SFT data acquisition ayatcm 
[a]. (We have ucd a luminosity of f = 2.26 x 10J’cm-za-‘, which corresponds to UI event 
rate of 10’ per second for a silicon target.) We conclude that directly produced J/$‘s are 
probably not a background requiring B decay vertices which are separated from the primary 
interaction ve*tex. 

A potentially more insidious background is J/$‘s fr om secondary interactions in the 
target. The topology of such events would look like B-t J/$X decays. An catimate of 
the production rate of J/+‘s from thin vaurce require8 knowledge of the mean momentum of 
stable secondtiea and their number. The average momentum of &able hadmnr from 20 TeV 
fixed-target Pytkia minimum hiu events is about 400 GeV (4 = 27 GcV) and the average 
number is about 20. The J/$ cross section at this energy, using the Lyons pammcteriastion, 
is a+(27 GeV) = 0.25 pb. The ratio of secondarily produced J/VI from this source to those 
from B decays is: 

N(aecnndary J/$) ~(27 Cd’) ~~(194 GcV)A”~‘z+pfN~, 10 

W - J/W = U&(194 CeV){ A”‘E l 2xBR(B --t J/+X)’ 

= 3, 

where a~(194 GeV) is the total cross section (40 mb), p is the target density of silicon 
(2.33 g/em?). 1 in the target length (1.8 cm), and N., is Avagadro’s number. The length we 
have used is that of the 4% )I, SFT active target. The factor of 10 represents the fact that 
an average of 20 stable secondaries see on average half the length of the target. The ratio 
of secondarily produced J/$‘s to those produced in Bd -+ J/+K, decays is a factor of 50 
greater or 15O:l. This background ia eliminated at the malysis level by the B mass cut. At 

the trigger level, the production rate of secondarily produced J/pa is approxim&ly 60 per 
second giving . dilepton trigger rate of 4 Es. 

We ox&de that the requirement that the B decay vertices lie outside of the target 
foilo may be necessary to reduce the backgrounds to B --t X+I- .t the trigger level. Monte 
Culo ltudics indicate that it isn’t a problem at the armly& level, although we remind the 
reader that such Btudies invariably underestimate ~OUIEC~ of backgrounds. The background8 
due to aeconduy interactiona UC probably not s problem for the spectacular Ed --t J/+K. 
signature, either at the trigger or analysis lev&. For physics with partially reconstructed 
B’I, such u semileptonic decays, the backgrounds UC luger, particularly for decay model 
with, many llnal states, and the requirement that the B decay vertex lie outside of the target 
faila seems essential. 

5. ACCEPTANCE LOSSES IN A MULTI-FOIL TARGET 

If one caouma that Bdecay vertices muat be required to lie outside of the target foils, 
then care mud be taken to space the foile enough aput so that the fraction of decays in the 
foils ia small. In this acction we eatimatc the fraction of events lost by this requirement and 
attempt to find the optimal number of foils UI a function of target length. 

In order to find the number of B decays occurring in the material of a multifoil target, 
the B lifetime distribution needs ta be determined. This was done using Pythia to simulate 
20 TeV fixed-target 6 production, B fmgment~tion and decay. The B lifetime used wui 
1.31 ps. The B decay vertex distribution along the incident beam direction wu fit to L 
double exponential, giving a &squared of 1.2 (Fig. 1). To find the fraction of decay8 taking 
place in the target foils, uniform & production throughout the entire target wu ummcd 
and the double exponential fit wui used e.o the decay vertwr distribution. 

The fraction of B’s decaying in a target with the same number of foil, (90) and 
thickness (1.8 cm) M the SFT target, is shown in Fii. 2 ra a function of the target kngth. 
&xc, by target thickness, we mean the total length of silicon material in the target and 
by target length we mean the total length of the target, including the space between the 
foils. Two cues are shown in Fig. 2: one in which only decays occurring in target foil8 UC 
counted; the other in which decays occurring in the target foila aa well UI in 8 region of 
1 mm length on either aide of the foiloil, are counted. We call this additional dintame the 
added exclusion length in the following discussion. It is needed because of the m&&m 
error in the decay vertex. With an estimated secondary vertex resolution of a. = 300 pm 
(91 (in the longitudinal or boost direction) the add e d excbmion length of 1 mm corresponds 
to roughly 3u.. We see from Fig. 2 that the fraction of B deckya occurring in the target 
is quite large with the 1 mm added exclusion length. Lengthening the target decreases the 
loss, but at the cost of decrcaalng the acceptance or increasing the area of the downstream 
silicon microstrips. 

The fraction of B decays inside target foil is a Btrong function of the added exclusion 
length. Tbl~ is shown in Fig. 3 wblch g&a the fraction decaying in the target u a function 
of the tided exclusion length for a 18 cm long target: the length of the SFT target. At the 
trigger level a luger than 30. exclusion length may be needed. If that ia the cue then to 
keep the fmction decaying in the target small, either a very long target or a smaller number 
of foils is needed. 

To find the optimal target configuration, the number of foila that minimires the 
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fnction of B decays occurring in the target material wsu determined aa a function of target 
length (always keeping the target thickness at 1.8 cm). With perfect vertex resolution (no 
added exclusion length) the optimal number of foils would be M many M possible. However, 
with an added exclusion length - and we use 1 mm again - a finite number of foils gives 
the smdcst lose. The ruult is plotted in Fig. 4 u a function of the target lagth. For a 
target of the SFT length (18 cm), five foils give the smallest fraction of B decays occurring 
in the target material: 14.3%. 

A comptiaon of the SFT target with the ideal target (both with an added 1 mm 
exclusion length) is shown UI a function of target length in Fig, 5. The solid line shows the 
DO foil SFT target and the dashed line shows the Iraction lost with the optimal number of 
foils (at each target length). 

4. OBSERVING CHARGED B TRACKS 

The ability to see a charged B track requires that the B traverse r, sufficient number 
of silicon planes and that it be sufficiently separated from other charged sccondariea. The 
median B decay length at 20 TeV fixed-target energies is approximately 3 cm. Bence the B 
lifetime is enough to enable it to pass through a sufficient number of silicon planes if they 
arc closely packed. Is the B track sufficiently separated from the other charged particles to 
allow it to be tracked? We start with a back-of-the-envelope estimate. The avwsge charged 
particle multiplicity for b6 events is 30, of which half are in the forward hemisphere in the 
center-of-mass. A maasless particle at DO” in the center of mass is boosted to b polar angle 
of 6 = 117 or about 10 mrad in the laboratory frame. Bence about 15 charged particles 
occupy a 10 mrad cone, giving an occupancy of roughly 1 charged particle per rued. 

To get a more quantitative estimate of the occupancy, the angle between the charged 
B and ita closest charged partner was determined. Only those charged particles which pass 
by the decay vertex of the B were considered. The angular separation is shown in Fii. 0. 
The mean angle is 2.5 mrad and the median angle is 1.5 mrad; consistent with the back- 
of-the-envelope estimate. On average, the B needs to travel 6 distance of 2 cm before it is 
separated by 1 strip from the closest charged partner in a silicon microstrip detector with 
25 pm pitch. 

The silicon strip occuplncy near the charged B’s WYI determined by finding the 
transverse separation between the B and its charged partners at 1 cm z intervals, starting 
at the production point. This was only done for charged Sa with Lifetimes greater than 
4 cm. The results for distances of 1 cm and 4 cm from the production point (UC shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8. The occupancy in 25 x 25 pm’ cells, UI well as the I: and y prdjcctions are 
shown. The occupancy of silicon strips adjacent to the B is very high: over 100% at 1 cm 
from the production point and appmxlmately 100% at 4 cm from the production point. It 
falls off rather slowly with 8% occupancy 20 strips (0.5 mm) away from the B (at 4 cm 
from the production point). Even B’s at polar lnglcs greater than 5 mrad (the median B 
production angle) and duly lengths greater than 4 cm - about 11% of the total number 
- are accompanied by large occupe,ncies, u is shown in Fiis. 9 and 10. At 4 cm from the 
production point the occupancy is on the order of 30% in the stlips nearest to the B track. 

Silicon pixel devices would reduce the occupancy. The smallest cell sisc imaginable 
ia 25 x 25 pm2. The number of such channela needed with ma active target the size the 
SFT proposa to use - 10 x 10 em2 - would be 16 million per foil1 Even with pixels the 

occupmxies adjacent to the Bare direouragingly high: at 4 cm from the production point it 
is appro&mtely 10% for all B’s and 2% for those produced at angles greater than 5 mrad. 

We caution the reader that the events used in this analysis are from a Pythia slmu- 
lation and come from pp rather than psi interactions. The multiplicities in p5’i interactions 
are much great= [lo]. Hence the occupancies estimated here are a lower limit. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have examined two issues concerning multi-foil active silicon microstrip targets for 
fixed-target B experiments st SSC energies: the acceptance loss due to the requirement that 
the B decay vertices lie outside of the target foils, and the ability of the target to separate 
charged B tracks from other charged tracks in the event. 

We con&de, at least with respect to these two considerations, that the target foils 
should be separated by at least several centimeters, and that most charged B’s cannot be 
tracked with any active target configuration due to the high occupancies in planes immedi- 
ately following the interaction point. Even pixel devices with l cell sise of 25 x 26 pm* have 
too large art occupancy if placed closely enough together to allow the average B to tmvuse 
enough planes to concei~bly be tracked. 

In Light of these results, it appears that an active target baa no advantages over a 
separate target foil followed by tracker configuration. The latter configuration haa some clear 
advantages. These include: more flexibility in the choice of target mate&d and interaction 
length, target foil and silicon plane spacings that can be separately optimized (with perhap, 
several cm target spacing and several mm tracker spacing), and less channels for equivalent 
trading efficiency. 
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Figure 1: Decay distribution of uncut 20 TeV Es. The left-hand plot is fit to a simple 
exponential whereas the right-hand plot is fit to a double exponential. 
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Figure 2: The fraction of B decay vertices occurring in the target foils of a 90 foil, 1.8 cm 
thick target, as a function of the target length. Two cases are plotted: one in which only 
decays occurring in the foils are tabulated (dashed line); th e other where decays occurring 
in the foils as well as in an additional 1 mm on both sides of the foil are tabulated (solid 
line). 
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Figure 3: The fraction of E decay vertices occurring in the target foils of a DO foil, 18 cm 
long, 1.8 cm thick target, aa a function of the exclusion length added to both sides of each 
foil. 
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Figure 4: The minimal fraction of B decays occurring in the target foils of a 1.8 cm thick 
target, as a function of the target length (solid line). A 1 mm exclusion length has been 
added to bath sides of each foil to account for vertex resolution. The right axis gives the 
corresponding number of target foils (square points). 
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Figure 5: The irraction of B decays occurring in the target foils of II 90 foil target (solid 
curve) and B target where the number oi foils has been optimized lo minimize the number of 
decays occurring in the target (dashed curve), as a function of the target length ior a 1.8 cm 
thick target. A 1 mm exclusion length on both sides oi each ioil has been added 
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Figure 7: Top left: the occupancy oi 25 x 25 pm’ cells adjacent to the B track al 1 cm from 
the production vertex, for B’s with decay lengths greater than 4 cm. The upper right-hand 
plot shows the z projection and the lower M-hand plot shows the y projection. Units are 
miUimelers. 

Figure 6: The left plot is a histogram oi the angle between the B and its closest charged 
partner. The right plot shows the integral distribution. Units are radians. 
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Figure 8: Tap left: the occupancy of 25 x 25 pm’ cells adjacent to the B track al 4 cm from Figure 9: Top Ml: the occupancy of 25 x 25 pm2 cells adjacent to the B track al 1 cm from 
the production vertex, for B’s with decay lengths greater than 4 cm. The upper right-hand the production vertex, for B’s with decay lengths greater than 4 cm and polar angler greater 
plot shows the z projection and the lower left-hand plot shows the y projection. Units are than 5 mrad. The upper right-hand plot shows the s projeclian and the lower M-hand plot 
millimeters. shows the y projection. Units ax millimeters. 
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Figure 10: Top left: the occupancy al 25 x 25 pm’ cells adjacent lo the B track at 4 cm from 
the production vertex, ior B’s with decay lengths greater than 4 cm and polar angles greater 
than 5 mrad. The upper right-hand plot shows the z projection and the lower leil-hand plot 
shows the y projection. Units are millimeters. 
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